
NEW PRODUCTS
In addition to performance improvements, regulations and supply chain issues
are increasingly becoming important factors regarding drivers for new product
development. A tight supply on organotin intermediates in combination with
increasing regulations on all organotins is creating a market demand for
alternative products. Some of new product offerings include: 

Reaxis C114EXP and
C1004EXP

Inorganic tin products
Increased biobased content
Catalysts for polyurethane and
silicone reactions

Reaxis C1001

Inorganic tin product
High metal content
Thermally stable
Used in various applications where
high metal content is required

Reaxis C2307/C2308EXP

Octyl-based organotins
Non-silane/non-phthalate
High flash point
Catalysts for RTV and SMP
silicones

Reaxis C3211EXP and
C739PEXP

Bismuth-based products
Water Tolerant
Carboxylate-free
Catalysts for polyurethanes

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE ABOUT NEW PRODUCTS

RAW MATERIALS SUPPLY
We have seen that, in general, tin supplies have been tight with high demand.
The London Metal Exchange has been trading tin at unprecedented highs.
This is likely due to some restrictions on Indonesian exports. Because of
additional constraints on shipping lanes and ongoing global conflicts, we
expect tin prices to maintain their current values or near-current values
throughout the year. Similar views can be held on other raw materials that
Reaxis utilizes. There is a global increased demand for commodities and
restrictions with availability and shipping. Reaxis Inc continues to leverage the
mutually beneficial relationships with its suppliers and customers to keep a
continuity to the supply chain in these flux periods.

ENVIRONMENTAL, HEALTH AND
SAFETY UPDATES
ISO 9001 is an international quality management system standard certification
that helps to provide organizations with standards and guidelines that meet
our customers’ needs using statutory and regulatory requirements related to a
product. 

Reaxis is an ISO 9001:2015 certification that we have at both of our company
sites. ISO 9001:2015 is a risk-based standard, that identifies risks and
continuous improvements.
 
We are very proud of the accomplishments and employee participation at
Reaxis Inc. enabling us the ability to achieve this prestigious certification.
Reaxis takes pride in every aspect from consistently producing the product
through to the packaging of the finished product.

The Reaxis McDonald site has been certified since 1997, while our other site
UPARC on the outskirts of Pittsburgh, has just achieved its initial certification
in 2018.
 
Reaxis is deeply invested in the ISO Quality program by having several lean
six sigma black belts and with the anticipation soon of having a lean six sigma
master black belt. This master black belt will have the ability to teach lean six
sigma to the personnel at Reaxis.
 
For any questions about the certification, please reach out to Sandra Moore to
learn more.
 

REACH OUT TO SANDRA

WATER REUSE PROJECT
 Approximately 3 years ago, we set out to create a solution to engineer and
install a water reclamation system at the McDonald, PA location. Now, we
save approximately 25,000 - 35,000 gallons of water per day!

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR PROJECT

NEW EMPLOYEES FOR 2022

Brian Johnston
SR QUALITY CONTROL CHEMIST

Samuel Reno
PRODUCTION OPERATOR

Sean Withers
PRODUCTION OPERATOR

Robin Estok
SR R&D CHEMIST

Garrett Grimm
R&D CHEMIST

VIEW OPEN POSITIONS

MARKETING
The resurgence of conferences and trade shows is a good sign that we are
trending back to normal. Reaxis exhibited at the Specialty and Customs
Chemicals show in Fort Worth, TX, and will be exhibiting at the Eurocoat
Conference in Paris France (March 29-31, 2022) and the American Coatings
Show (April 5-7, 2022) in Indianapolis, IN.
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